
Costs of College Continue to Rise 
and Rise Faster Than Just About Everything Else 

 
 
CNBC today reported “Purdue’s Daniels sees pushback on college costs.” 
 
The seemingly “unlimited ability” of colleges to increase costs has “run its course” as a 
business model for higher education, Purdue University President Mitch Daniels told 
CNBC on Wednesday…“Let’s try something different,” Daniels said, “instead of asking 
our students’ families to adjust their budgets to our spending, let’s try to adjust our 
spending to their budgets for a while.”  
 
If Daniels or any other university administrator is to be believed, you have to watch them 
and watch them carefully.  

The reality? Administrators and faculty squander university resources. 

One of my first encounters with university financial irresponsibility—from both faculty 
and administrators—was as an assistant professor. Like most assistant professors, I 
focused on teaching and research, successfully I might add. Very early on, however, as 
part of my service responsibilities, I witnessed my first appalling waste of resources.  

I was library liaison for our School of Accountancy during a time of reduction in state 
funding. Faculty was well aware that the University of Southern Mississippi needed to 
conserve resources during that period of financial hardship. And, friends at our library 
had studied the use of journals by every department. Their study reported that about 
$10,000 of School of Accountancy’s journals were never used.  

Let me repeat, expensive journals never used.  

I recommended that we stop buying them. That we do our part during difficult economic 
times and reduce spending on journals we didn’t use. Colleagues and administrators were 
outraged. I learned what it felt like to be mobbed by colleagues and administrators in the 
School of Accountancy and College of Business. For example, Rod Posey, long time 
administrator, was furious. He and others took me off the Library Committee and, behind 
my back, accused me of failing to do my job. My evaluations and pay suffered at their 
hands. I learned what Posey said and did when we deposed him years later under oath.  

I had recommended honesty: that if we were honest with our use of resources and acted 
accordingly, in the future, we could ask for more money when it was needed. Faculty and 
administrators insisted on spending every cent of what we were budgeted regardless that 
it was a total waste of money. Their reasoning was that if we spent every cent, we could 
ask for more next period. And, in my view, waste it, too.  

I argued that USM had an effective interlibrary loan system and advised colleagues that 
we would not be wanting if anyone needed a journal I proposed for cancellation. I had 
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used the interlibrary loan system and it work quickly and efficiently. My colleagues and 
the administrators were offended by my arguments. I was voted down. That was the 
democratic process of the Library Committee. I was disappointed but sometimes you get 
voted down. Simple as that.  

Consider the implications. If other departments at USM did the same as I was proposing 
for our School of Accountancy, USM could save a fortune. By extension to other 
university functions, you can imagine, given the hundreds of millions in USM’s total 
budget, the spend‐ every‐ cent informal policy squanders millions every year. Students 
and taxpayers suffer from such faculty and administrator attitude of 
spend‐ every‐ budgeted‐ cent.  

The $10,000 of waste I observed first hand early in my career as an untenured assistant 
professor and library liaison was dwarfed by the financial waste and incompetence I 
observed over three decades as a professor. Our presidents, provosts and deans lead the 
way. The difference between faculty and administrators’ waste is that the greater the 
authority the greater the waste and incompetence. I now report the waste and 
incompetence on usmnews.net.  

Later, I witnessed millions wasted on airplanes, junkets, sports—remember sports have 
nothing to add to the education of students—and many other expensive and wasteful 
activities. Wasted millions at the University of Southern Mississippi are documented and 
reported here at usmnews.net.  
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